
Swift Bordeaux 

 

35 x 12ft 2 Bedrooms 

SPECIAL FEATURES 
Double Glazing and Central Heating 

Pitched Tiled Roof 
Extra Insulation and A Galvanised Chassis 

 



 

CARAVAN DETAILS                                         

Wow! This caravan is amazing. It must be 

seen to appreciate how nice it is. A simp-

ly stunning caravan with lots of attention 

paid to the design, colours and finish.                                           

LIVING AREA                                                                                                                                        

Two freestanding setees in fawn and coffee colours (there is a full pull out bed in one setee). It 

has two large opening French doors at the front (making it ideal for a balcony). On one wall is 

a lovely wood feature  with a mirror and a log effect fire below. In the centre is a coffee table .                                                                                                  



KITCHEN                                                                                                                                            

The base units are finished in the same coffee colour as the lounge units, and the wall units 

compliment these beautifully by being finished in white. A large fridge freezer, cooker and mi-

crowave are standard. The worktops are in a white marble effect.                                                                                                                                  

DINING AREA                                               

The freestanding dining table and four 

chairs sit on a brown wood effect vinyl floor-

ing. There is a large opening picture window 

to the side.                                                                                                   

 



MAIN BEDROOM                                                                                                                                         

A full end  bedroom with a 5ft wide bed ( the mattress lifts up to give extra storage under-

neath). There is a large wardrobe with shelving and a small dressing table with a mirror and 

stool. In one corner a door opens into an en-suite toilet finished in white.                                                                                                                                 

.                                                                                                   

 



TWIN BEDROOM                                                                                                                                         

This room has two single beds in it, which can be pushed together to form another double bed 

if required. There is also a small wardrobe, a mirror and some over bed storage units.                                                                                                                                 

        BATHROOM                                              

A very good sized bathroom, with a large 

step in shower, a wash hand basin and toilet 

all in white.                                                                                        

 



 

NOTES 

 

CONTACT DETAILS 

MARTIN  07817 300513 


